Introduction. The study of the works of the priest from Bukovyna, corresponding member of the Romanian Academy of Sciences Dimitriy Dan (1856–1927), expands the boundaries of his perception not only as a historian or ethnographer. A detailed analysis of his scientific heritage confirms the fact that he created and published several works on museum studies, monument studies, and paleography, devoted to toponymy and the natural history of Bukovyna. D. Dan is also the author of translations.

The results of the village priest's scientific research became known through newspapers and magazines of the time, as well as through his publication of monographs and brochures in Romanian and German, and, no less important, also through being cited in scientific circles in Europe and the United States. The international significance of his works is undeniable. In support of this thesis, we will cite a list of magazines on the pages of which his scientific works were published: "Zeitschrift für Österreichische Volkskunde" (Vienna, Austria), "Mitteilungen der anthropologischen Gesellschaft in Wien" (journal of the Vienna Anthropological Society, Austria), "Archiv für Anthropologie. Zeitschrift für naturgeschichte und urgeschichte des menschen" (German Society of Anthropology. Ethnology and Prehistory, Braunschweig, Germany), "Revue D'histoire Diplomatique" (Diplomatic History Society in Paris, France), "Russkaya mysl" (Moscow, Russia), "Anthropologie. Zeitschrift für naturgeschichte und urgeschichte des menschen" (German Society of Anthropology. Ethnology and Prehistory, Braunschweig, Germany), "Kosmos: czasopismo Polskiego Towarzystwa Przyrodników imienia Kopernika" (in Polish, Lviv), "Mitteilungen der anthropologischen Gesellschaft in Wien" (journal of the Vienna Anthropological Society, Austria), "Archiv für Anthropologie. Zeitschrift für naturgeschichte und urgeschichte des menschen" (German Society of Anthropology. Ethnology and Prehistory, Braunschweig, Germany), "Revue D'histoire Diplomatique" (Diplomatic History Society in Paris, France), "Russkaya mysl" (Moscow, Russia), "Kosmos: czasopismo Polskiego Towarzystwa Przyrodników imienia Kopernika" (in Polish, Lviv), "Notes of the Scientific Society named after
The works of D. Dan are registered in the Bulletins of National Libraries, bibliographic works of that time: "Bulletins mensuels des publications étrangères recues par le Département des Imprimes de la Bibliothèque Nationale" (Paris, France), ("Allgemeines Bücher-Lexikon" (Leipzig), "Eine Skizze der literarisch-typographischen Thätigkeit der Meidhartisher-Congregation in Wien" (Vienna), "Slavic Europe. A selected bibliography in the Western European languages" (London), "Bulletin of the New York Public Library" (New York, USA), "Ortis, beletristică literară literară" (Berlin, Germany) etc.

Famous European and American scientists referred in their scientific developments to the results of the research work of D. Dan: German researchers Victor Areco (Arco Victor) in the III-th volume of the work "The Love Life of All Times and Peoples" ("Das Liebesleben aller Zeiten und Volker") (Leipzig, 1909), Franz Kondziella (Kondziella Franz) in the 8th volume of the work "Folk manners and customs in the Middle Upper German folk epic: with comparative notes" ("Volkstümliche sitten und bräuche im mittelhochdeutschen volkssepos: Mit vergleichenden Anmerkungen") (Wroclaw), Josef Blau (Blau Josef) in an article entitled "The Chicken and the Egg in the Language, Customs and Beliefs of the Population of the Upper Engeltal" ("Huhn und Ei in Sprache, Brauch und Glauben des Volkes im oberen Angelthale") (Böhnerwald), published in the Journal of Austrian Ethnology, Albert Dieterich (Dieterich Albrecht) in the book "Mother Earth. Essays on folk religion" ("Mutter Erde: ein versuch über volksreligion von") (Leipzig-Berlin), the American George Blau (Black George F.) in the work "Gypsy bibliography" (London, 1914) and others.

Therefore, the fact of international recognition of D. Dan's work is undeniable, not to mention the use of his creative heritage in Ukrainian and Romanian historiography. But, unfortunately, there are no special bibliographic studies today, a complete list of printed scientific and journalistic works of the tireless scientist is still waiting for its.

The purpose of this study is to perform a bibliographic index of D. Dan's printed works based on source materials. As this topic is new in modern scientific circulation, the current actualization of D. Dan's personality and creativity is recently considered by researchers as a relevant for more clear study.

Source base and historiographic review.

The work is based on the results of search work in museum institutions, archives, libraries of Chernivtsi (Ukraine) and Suceava (Romania), the use of special information and search systems on the Internet (including the use of online archives of Austrian, German and Bukovina magazines and newspapers). We are talking about the leading Austrian and Romanian magazines on history and ethnology at the time ("Zeitschrift für österreichische Volksskunde" (Wien), "Familia. Foia enciclopedică și beletristică" (Buda-Pesta), "Analele academiei Romane.


It should be noted, that in the scientific libraries of the Chernivtsi National University named after Yury Fedkovich and Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava is situated one of the most global in historiographical issue set of D. Dan's works, but it does not even includ all the main works of D. Dan.

The enclosed bibliographic index takes as a source basis the printed works of D. Dana the scientist's letter to the Romanian researcher A. Gorovei (1898), in which he listed his published works; the bibliographic work of Leonidas Bodnărescu "Romanian authors of Bucovina. Repertoire" (1903); D. Dan's work "The role of the Bukovyna clergy in the preservation of Romanianism from enslavement (1775) to the liberation of Bukovyna (15. XI. 1918)" (1925), in which he published a list of his works up to 1918.

Main part. So, let's begin our research with a detailed study of previous attempts to compile partial bibliographic lists of D. Dan's works.

The first fragmentary list of D. Dan's works can be found in his letter to the Romanian researcher Artur Gorovei. Artur Gorovei (1864–1951), a corresponding member and honorary member of the Romanian Academy of Sciences, a well-known folklorist, was the editor-in-chief of the first folklore magazine in Romania "Șezătorea". The Bukovinian priest collaborated with this magazine. On February 30, 1898, at the request of A. Gorovei, D. Dan sent him a letter with a list of his works and the names of periodicals where they were published. The letter lists 14 periodicals from Vienna, Budapest, Gherla, Suceava and Chernivtsi and the names of the articles published in them: "Zeitschrift für Österreichische Volksskunde" (Vienna), "Șezătorea", "Familia" (Budapest), "Amicul Familiei" (Gherla), "Revista politica" (Suceava), "Candela", "Aurora romană", "Gazeta Bucovinei", "Desteptarea", "Czernowitzter Zeitung", "Bukowinaer Nachrichten", "Bukowinaer Post", "Bukovinskie Vedomosti", "Patria" (Chernivtsi). The analysis showed that D. Dan did not list all the titles of his articles in the above magazines and newspapers, but only the most important ones in his opinion. I forgot, for example, to mention the Budapest magazine "Albina" in the list.

In the same list, D. Dan listed his thesis awarded by the seminary (1878) on the history of the Armenian Church (remained in manuscript), his answers to the ethnographic questionnaire entitled "Romanian and Rusinka", three chapters in the collective monograph "Austro-Hungarian
Translating works of D. Dan's works into Ukrainian. Thus, one of D. Dan's works was translated as "Motives of folk embroidery from Bukovyna", and it is emphasized that it is "ethnographic research". In fact, it is D. Dan's review (1914) of Yerich Kolbenhauer's scientific work "Motives of the domestic embroidery industry in Bukovyna" (1913) and it is dedicated to the domestic embroidery industry in Bukovyna.

But let's return to the aforementioned paper by L. Bodnărescu "Bukovinan Romanian authors. Repertoire". Another omission of the author can be considered the repetition of the same works by D. Dan in different sections of the book (for example, the work "Persecution of Armenians in Moldavia in 1551" (1894), etc.). L. Bodnărescu cited only one article by D. Dan in the "Other languages" subsection.

3. 1925 was published in Chernivtsi D. Dan's work "The role of the Bukovyna clergy in the preservation of Romanianism from enslavement (1775) to the liberation of Bukovyna (15 XI. 1918)". The scientist listed his works published before 1918 in it. All of 122 titles of printed works and 13 titles that were still in manuscripts are given in proposed list. As for the printed list of 122 articles, we immediately note that due to the fact that D. Dan submitted the same works published in Romanian and German twice in separate items, the list is reduced to 112 works. The same applies to the manuscript materials indicated by D. Dan. One of them, entitled "Sacred Tradition is as much a source of Divine Revelation as Holy Scripture" was published by the author in 1882, but, apparently, the author forgot about it and included it in the "Manuscripts" section. Three handwritten materials are mentioned by D. Dan in this list, were printed in the form of separate monographs in the following years: "Suchevitsa Monastery" (1923), "Shepherd of the Romans of Bukovyna" (1923), "The Radietsky Episcopate. Metropolis and monasteries of Bukovyna" (1926). Therefore, the number of manuscript materials is 9.

For unknown reasons, several of D. Dan's works were not included in the list: "Battles and Choirs of Bukovyna" (1878–1879) (2), "Emilian. Love for one's neighbor is drunkenness" (1887), "Sermon on the anniversary of Metropolitan Sylvester" (1893), "Folk legends of Bukovina" (1899), "At Christmas" (1901), "Romanian legends and folk tales" (1907), "Historical Data on the Parish Church Documents on the History of Romanians of Bukovina" (1907), "The history of the Bukovyna clergy in the preservation of Romanianism from enslavement (1775) to the liberation of Bukovyna (15 XI. 1918)". The scientist listed his works published before 1918 in it. All of 122 titles of printed works and 13 titles that were still in manuscripts are given in proposed list. As for the printed list of 122 articles, we immediately note that due to the fact that D. Dan submitted the same works published in Romanian and German twice in separate items, the list is reduced to 112 works. The same applies to the manuscript materials indicated by D. Dan. One of them, entitled "Sacred Tradition is as much a source of Divine Revelation as Holy Scripture" was published by the author in 1882, but, apparently, the author forgot about it and included it in the "Manuscripts" section. Three handwritten materials are mentioned by D. Dan in this list, were printed in the form of separate monographs in the following years: "Suchevitsa Monastery" (1923), "Shepherd of the Romans of Bukovyna" (1923), "The Radietsky Episcopate. Metropolis and monasteries of Bukovyna" (1926). Therefore, the number of manuscript materials is 9.

For unknown reasons, several of D. Dan's works were not included in the list: "Battles and Choirs of Bukovyna" (1878–1879) (2), "Emilian. Love for one's neighbor is drunkenness" (1887), "Sermon on the anniversary of Metropolitan Sylvester" (1893), "Folk legends of Bukovina" (1899), "At Christmas" (1901), "Romanian legends and folk tales" (1907), "In memory of S.F. Marian" (1907), "Documents on the History of Romanians of Bukovina" (1907), "Folk Legends" (1907), "Historical Data on the Parish Church from Horishnyi Vikov" (1908), "Rites and Beliefs" (1909), "Songs" (1909–1911), "Review of E. Kolbengaiier's book "Motives of the domestic embroidery industry in Bukovina" (1914) and others. His work on Eastern Armenians in Bukovina in Armenian was also not mentioned (although this book is listed in Romanian and German).

Deficiencies in the methodical apparatus, which we noted in previous publications, are repeated. In almost half of the works published before 1918, the pages are not indicated, in others, the years of publication or journal numbers are not indicated. Some job titles have incomplete or inaccurate data. For example, concerning the work "A page from the history of the unification of the city of Belz with the Latin

---

3 Bodnărescu L. Autorii români bucovineni ..., op. cit.
4 Datcu I. Dicționarul etnologilor români [Handbook of Romanian Ethnologists], Ediția a 3-a, rev. și adăug., 2006, București, Seacelum I.O., p. 298.
6 Dan D. Rolul preotului bucovineni în menținerea romanismului de la roboarea (1775) – la desrobirea Bucovinei (15 XI.1918) [The role of the Bukovyna clergy in the preservation of Romanianism from enslavement (1775) to the liberation of Bukovyna (15 XI.1918)], Un adaos la istoria bisericii române, Cernăuți: Tipografia Mitropolitului Silvestru, 1925, 66 p. (in Romanian).
Church" (1894), the journal in which it was published is indicated, but it is not indicated that it was also published as a separate publication. Regarding his other work "Bukowiner Volksglauben" the year of publication is indicated in the list – 1896, therefore, the previous years of its publication (1894–1895) in the magazine "Bukowiner Post" are not indicated. In some cases, the list contains the names of works ("Rites and Beliefs of the Armenians Related to Families, Weddings and Funerals" (1904), "Patronage in the Orthodox Church of Bukovyna" (1904), "Putna Monastery and Commune with Two Appendices" (1905)), but there is no information about the previous or parallel publication of the same materials in the press. Regarding some sources, such as "Chronicle of the Radivetskiy Episcopate" (1912), an incomplete title of the book is provided, and the publisher and publications of materials on this topic in periodicals aren't completely indicated.

A. Presentation in the list of D. Dan's work "Chronicle of the Radivetskiy Episcopate" (1912):

Dan D. Cronica episcopiei de Rădăuți. Viena, 1912.

B. Data about this job in our list:


D. Dan's list contains the titles of several works that were published only in German, there is no information about their publication in Romanian, although some of them were published in Romanian earlier than in German ("The Literary and Cultural Role of the Radivetskiy Episcopate" (1906), "Swaddle in Romanians of Bucovina" (1906), "Founder of the Church of Sucevitsa Monastery" (1907, 1911), "Romanian Document with a Great Seal from the Saxon City of Baia" (1907, 1911)). Of the works we mentioned, the last two were published in Romanian 4 years earlier than in German.

Therefore, these preliminary bibliographic lists (1898, 1903, 1918), which we used when compiling the bibliographic index of D. Dan's printed works (1875–1927), were of great importance to us. However, they are not without some drawbacks. In particular, we note their fragmentariness and inaccuracy in listing the scientist's works: they contain D. Dan's works only up to 1918. In many cases, sources hold inaccurate or incomplete information.

Further compilation of the bibliographic index of D. Dan's printed works was carried out by searching in museum institutions, archives, and libraries of Ukraine and Romania, using special information and search systems on the Internet (including the use of online archives of Austrian, German and Bukovina journals and newspapers). This allowed us both to supplement the previous lists and extend them until 1927. It was important to record complete data on the works of D. Dan (some were abbreviated or incomplete), specify the years of publication of the scientist's works, the numbers of periodicals, and specific pages.

In the process of research, we discovered some D. Dan's works that were not mentioned in his list (1918). As an example, let us give a series of articles by D. Dan under the general title "Rites and Beliefs", which were published in the Romanian magazine "Ion Creangă" ("Ion Creangă. Revistă de limbă, literatură și artă populară", Bârlad) in 1909. So, until nowadays, Ukrainian and Romanian historiography knew only about a series of articles by D. Dan entitled "Bukovyna Folk Beliefs" (1894–1895), in which 1,000 beliefs of the Romanian population of Bukovyna were published. As our research has been provided, this work continues a series of publications on Romanian beliefs. Thus, in 1909, 5 more articles were published, in which 70 more folk beliefs were made public. In the first of these publications, the author himself noted, that they are a continuation of those 1,000 beliefs that were published in the columns of the "Gazeta Bucovinei". We noted the fact that there is a specific passporting of the collected materials in these articles, unlike the previous ones.

Cases of inclusion of D. Dan's researches in later collections of works (with an indication of D. Dan's authorship) were also found. It is about D. Dan's work "Project for the distribution of the estates of the religious fund", 1918 (Project privitor la parcelarea moșilor fondului religiună // Glasul Bucovinei. – 1918. – N. 17) which was included in the monograph of the Romanian historian Ion Nistor entitled "Amintiri răzlețe din Timpul Unirii 1918" in 1938 (after the death of D. Dan).

Conclusions. The purpose of the research, namely, forming a bibliographic index of D. Dan's printed works, was achieved by: 1. Detailed study of previous attempts to create partial bibliographic lists (D. Dan's letter to the Romanian researcher A. Gorovei (1898), L. Bodnărescu's bibliographical work "Romanian authors of Bukovyna. Repertoire" (1903); D. Dan's book is dedicated to the study of the role of Bukovyna clergy in the preservation of Romanianism (1925)); 2. Research of the periodical press of that time: the leading Austrian and Romanian magazines on history and ethnology ("Zeitschrift für österreichische Volkskunde" (Wien), "Familia" (Buda-Pest), "Analele academiei Române", "Buletinul Comisiunii Monumentelor Istorice" ( Bucureşti), "Ion Creangă", "Făr-Frumos" (Bârlad), "Arhiva Genealogică" (Iași), "Şezătoare" (Fălticeni), Bukovina newspapers and magazines: "Bukowinaer Nachrichten", "Bukow. Rundschau", "Cernowitz Allgemeine Zeitung", "Gazeta Bucovinei", "Glasul Bucovinei", "Junimea Literară", etc.; 3. Research of the main books and pamphlets of the scientist, which are stored in the libraries and funds of museum institutions, archives, libraries of Chernivtsi (Ukraine), Suceava ( Romania). The use of special information and search systems on the Internet played an important factor in the effective finding of the necessary facts, which allowed the use of online archives of Austrian, German and Bukovina magazines and newspapers.

The conducted research made it possible to restore the full titles of the scientist's printed works, the years of publication, bibliographic data on magazines and newspapers in which D. Dan's works were printed. In the appendices, a bibliographic index of the printed works of D. Dan (1875–1927) is printed for the first time.
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